
Should

Name: Date: __/__/20__

___________________ right for nothing?1. (why/we/do/?)Why should we do

That he ____________________ the same hereafter?2. (not/commit)should not commit

A girl ____________ smaller than a man.3. (be)should be

A slander reflecting on your name might cost the life of the man bold
enough to utter it, or the life of one of your brothers, if by chance the right
_____________________.

4.

(not/prevail)should not prevail

I told him I ______________ another year.5. (wait)should wait

They returned on board, breakfasted, so that it ________________
necessary to dine until very late; then the repast being ended, the exploration
was continued and conducted with the most minute care.

6.

(not/be)

should not be

But _______________________ so?7. (why/it/not/be/?)why should it not be

I ____________________ if she let me go.8. (not/wonder)should not wonder

Of course, if this gentleman is wealthy, there is no reason why she
______________________ an alliance with him.
9.

(not/contract)should not contract

Little as he was, he said to himself he would try and do something, so that
year after year those poor lost travellers and beasts ____________________
so.

10.

(not/perish)
should not perish

I don't see why you __________________ to the children of private
people the rule laid down for the children of princes.
11.

(not/apply)
shouldn't apply

This one, I __________________.12. (not/know)should not know

But ________________________ herself?13. (why/she/not/go/?)why should she not go

But then, of course, there was some reason why doctors
__________________ about religion exactly as ministers did, or they never
would have made that proverb.

14.

(not/think)
shouldn't think
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I really ______________ to see them.15. (like)should like

I ___________________ the same myself.16. (past/do)should have done

She never asked him anything; he ____________________ this.17.
(not/refuse)

should not refuse

The poor little dears _________________ the wickedness and impurity of
this world break on them too suddenly.
18.

(not/have)
shouldn't have

She was almost satisfied that he ____________ alone.19. (go)should go

And so it ______________ from the event.20. (seem)should seem
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